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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) has become an essential part of today's human lives. It provides various services in
various domains such as large-scale industrial systems, transportation, power grid, agriculture, logistics, smart cities,
and related public and private environments. Of late, vehicle-to-everything (V2X) has seen advancements in
intelligent transportation to better the 21st century. The convergence of interconnecting IoT sensors with V2X brings
numerous advanced services to a large extent. Moreover, the V2X has its features, including capability in object
detection, collision warning, hazard warning, tra�c information, routing information, optimized solutions, to name a
few. Resultantly, V2X technology can signi�cantly enhance the vehicular environment. These advancements in the
V2X are expected to bring new challenges to the existing infrastructures. However, providing security to the IoT
environments is yet a challenging task. Although various security measures have been imposed to protect these V2X
environments, it is still open to adversaries in different security and privacy aspects. Thus, this paper provides an
overview of V2X communication technologies, security issues, challenges, and countermeasures. Also, we explore
various attacks prevalent to existing solutions. Finally, we provide a comprehensive review of various security
solutions imposed on V2X environments.

Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged from the past decade to offer various solutions in complex �elds, including
agriculture, transportation, large-scale industrial services, supply chain, healthcare services, and other related public
and private services. Nowadays, IoT changes traditional transportation systems into best class, convenient and
intelligent platforms of connected vehicles. The rapid advancements in the IoT systems are expected to evolve the
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) by connecting vehicles to the remote ITS servers through gateways [1]. With
the technological revolution, most automobile industries manufacture networking capabilities, communication,
sensing, data processing, and visualization capabilities to enhance user experience and improve safety to promote
autonomous vehicles. Today, connected vehicles have become an emerging realistic concept, which provides
remarkable solutions to the ITS. The vehicle can be equipped with networked communication capabilities to connect
nearby access points. Connected vehicles have become the third biggest and emerging type of connected devices
after smart mobiles [2]. Besides, connected devices and communication technologies are jointly referred to as
vehicles-to-everything (V2X). The main objective of the V2X communication system is to improve road safety and
enhance tra�c management systems. It enables the broad range of applications and services to the ITS to enhance
road safety, user experience, hazardous collision warning, and autonomous driving and improve tra�c e�ciency.
Over the past decade, it is witnessed that there has been a massive expansion of on-road vehicle tra�c in
metropolitan cities. Thus, road accidents and tra�c are rising in cities and highways, resulting in severe
socioeconomic challenges. According to the National Highway Tra�c Safety Administration (NHTSA) report [3],
nearly 40 thousand fatalities have been reported for the victims of road accidents every year. The advancements in
the ITS could intensely reduce various issues like collisions on the highways, tra�c in the cities, etc. According to a
recent report by Hallegatte [5], it is suggested that the reduction of 1 million collisions could correspond to the $26
billion economic savings per year.

Moreover, V2X communication technologies support various ITS services by allowing information exchange between
vehicles and infrastructure using wireless communication technologies and cellular networks like LTE and 5G. These
communication technologies have been preferred to enhance the connectivity between vehicles and access points
because of their enhanced features like high data rates, low latency, global deployments, reliability support, and wide
range capacity [6]. With these technological advancements, the V2X brings advantageous services for the betterment
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of ITS. However, these may open doors to adversaries largely due to the wireless communication between the
devices, vehicles, and control systems. Resultantly, it leads to severe socioeconomic issues, and the adversary can
gain access to vehicles to misuse the resources. Therefore, remote authentication and access control mechanisms
are highly demanded to safeguard the vehicle and its information [7].

Mohit et al. [8] introduced a secure authentication scheme using WSN for vehicular communication to ensure mutual
authentication. Then, in [9], the authors introduced an advanced, reliable- authentication scheme to secure vehicular
sensor networks, claiming that their scheme could withstand various attacks, including chosen-message attack (CID-
CMA). Subsequently, Liu et al. [10] used a different approach and proposed an enhanced scheme to secure against
CID-CMA.

The future generation of cellular networks (5G) drastically increases the performance of message transmission.
Although several advanced authentication schemes have been proposed based upon complex bilinear-pairing
operations, public-key infrastructure-based with identity authentication and conditional privacy for vehicular
networks are not su�cient for evaluating the messages. Therefore, Cui et al. [11] proposed a lightweight message
authentication scheme and framework model for 5G-enabled vehicular networks to address this issue.

Of late, various research works focus on V2X architectures, communication, and other related applications and
services. However, there are a lot more security perspectives to discuss in the V2X environments. Recently, in [12],
authors presented a survey based on V2X communication technological solutions related to short-range and cellular
communication technologies. Then, in [13], the authors depict the most appropriate channels and communications
protocols for vehicular networks. Subsequently, the authors in [14] show the outline of application requirements for
the on-demand solutions associated with ITS.

Moreover, authors in [15] show the comprehensive survey of V2X applications, services, and other related ITS
requirements, less about security. Later on, the authors in [16] present security issues and challenges in IoT-based
V2X platforms. In their survey, they covered the majority of security and privacy issues associated with V2X
environments. However, most of the existing review works present application and service perspectives of the V2X
and ITS.

Thus, this paper presents a summary of the following contributions.

First, we present an overview of existing communication technologies associated with V2X.

Second, we describe the IoT-V2X architecture and its components.

Third, we provide a comprehensive summary of various security requirements, services, issues, and challenges
in IoT-V2X.

Fourth, we explore various possible attacks in the V2X environments.

Finally, we provide a comprehensive review of various security mechanisms adopted to safeguard V2X
environments.

Background

A. V2X overview
Nowadays, ITS has become an integral part of human lives. ITS plays a vital role in smart city development, where
most smart cities' systems will be connected online, and enhances the user experience in vehicular communications.
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Both government and research industries collectively work towards developing vehicular communication
technologies with the help of communication and automobile industries. Besides, various vehicular communication
technologies can be used based on user requirements. Typically, a network with mobile nodes connecting vehicles
and establishing.

Similarly, when moving, vehicles communicate with roadside units referred to as vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) or
vehicle to pedestrians (V2P). Subsequently, when the vehicle communicates via IT infrastructure, including seamless
networking mechanism, datacentre, processing units, etc., referred to as vehicle to networks (V2N). Finally,
combining all these services into one unit to enhance the vehicular services to the recipients is referred to as a
vehicle to everything (V2X) [17].

Table 1
Communication Protocols and Standards

Protocol Communication Standard Frequency Band Range Data Rates

BLE IEEE 802.15.1 2.4-2.5 GHz <50m 305Kbps

ZIGBEE IEEE 802.15.4 2.4GHz 10m 250 Kbps

Z-WAVE IEEE 802.15, IEEE 802.16

IEEE 802.11

900Hz <30m 40-100 Kbps

6LOWPAN IEEE 802.15.4 868MHz EU 915MHzUSA
2.4GHz, (Global)

10-100m 250 Kbps

Cellular GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UTMS/HSPA/LTE 900/1800/1900/2100MHz 35Km 35-170 Kbps
(GPRS),

3-
10Mbps(LTE)

SIGFOX IEEE 802.15.4 900MHz 30-50km 10-100bps

LORAWAN IEEE 802.15.4 902-928MHz,

902.3 to 914.9MHz

2-5Km
(urban)
15Km

(Suburban)

0.3-50Kbps

RFID ISO/IEC2024 & ISO/IEC JTC1/SC 3 120-150KHz, 13.5MHz,
902-928MHz

10cm 128Kps

B. Intelligent Transport System
With the rapid development of communication technologies, the world has transformed from the IoT to the Internet
of Everything (IoE). Over the past decade, the advancements of IoT have brought potential capabilities in the
physical world to equip with smart devices to bring advanced solutions. Since wireless communication technologies
are becoming highly demanding, they primarily used vehicle tracking, tra�c control, and vehicle monitoring. Using
WSN, a vehicle driver can access required information for safe driving circumstances like vehicle speed, accidents,
emergency, and tra�c congestion. Therefore, a driver and tra�c controller can be vulnerable to several attacks
because that information can transmit via a public channel. Hence, vehicular communications are becoming
exposed, as well [18]. Nowadays, 40 percent of the population spends at least one hour on the roads; transportation
becomes much more essential day by day. Conventional transportation systems have faced various challenges,
including tra�c congestion, accidents, increased fatalities, etc. Therefore, ITS emerges to serve data-driven services
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to the vehicular systems to overcome issues in the conventional transportation systems. Presently, the data is being
shared between the vehicles, drivers, and roadside units to be processed into useful information and create new
functions and services in the ITS. There are six key components in the data-driven ITS, including advanced transport
management system, traveler information system, vehicle control system, business vehicle management, pubic and
urban transport management system [19].

C. Communication Protocols and Standards
There are two varieties of communication standards for V2X systems: Dedicated Short-range Communication
(DSRC) and Cellular technologies. The DSRC communication technologies were speci�cally designed for the data
transmission between vehicles, RSU, and pedestrians within a limited distance (100m). The DSRC facilities the
services through mobile applications for pedestrians, on-board units for vehicles and RSU for roadside infrastructure.
However, DSRC is becoming a challenging issue for the betterment of the V2X communication system because of its
conventional short-range communication and reliability, e�ciency, and latency with mass tra�c scenarios [20].
Figure 3 shows various short-range communication protocols and standards.

By considering the limitations of DSRC, cellular communication technologies have become an essential part of V2X
communication technologies. It enhances the performance while providing a wide range of connections, enabling
increased coverage, capacity, and productivity. In addition, it can increase e�ciency by enabling intermediate
stations for transmitting information to all nodes.

Thus, it can reduce the burden resulting in improving the latency in the communication system. Different cellular
communications standards are available based on the cost and deployment requirements [21]. They are 2G, 3G, 4G
(LTE, LTE-A), and 5G. Figure 4 shows various properties of cellular communication standards.

Table 2
Comparison of other cellular technologies with 5G

Characteristics Wi-Fi Cellular Technologies

GPS

(2G)

UMTS

(3G)

LTE (4G) LTE-A (4.5G) 5G

Range 100 m -- 10km 30km 30km 500m(Approx.)

Frequency
Band

2.4GHz,
5.2GHz

1176-1576
MHz

700-
2600MHz

700-2600MHz 450MHz-
4.99 GHz

57.05-64GHz

Channel Width 20MHz 2MHz 5MHz 1,4,3,5,10,15,20
MHz

Up to
100MHz

2.16 GHz

Latency 10ms 10ms 20-80ms 10ms -- --

Mobility
Support

Low Extremely
High

High Very High Very High Ultra-High

D. Applications
This section describes various V2X applications in ITS and vehicular communication technologies, as depicted in
Figure 2. These applications include tra�c management, road safety, autonomous driving, and infotainment. For
instance, tra�c management includes tra�c information, routing information, speed management, etc. Road safety
comprises hazardous collision, intersection warning, etc. Autonomous driving includes automatic speed control,
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automatic tracking, electronic stability control, etc. lastly, infotainment comprises audio, video, data visualization,
automatic tra�c optimization, entertainment, and comfort-related services [22].

Tra�c Management
These applications are designed to enhance tra�c management on roads. It can be achieved by enabling assistance
on tra�c and making aware of tra�c information. The main aim of tra�c management application is to provide
information for road conditions collected by vehicles or roadside units; then transmit this information like speed
management, cooperative navigation, optimized routing, etc., to other vehicles.

Road Safety
These applications are speci�cally designed to assist drives with adequate information related to several situations
that are not visible and potential hazards. Tra�c management applications serve in two varieties, including 

For-merly, the time-critical applications de�ne hard
safety, responsible for facilitating preventive actions to avoid collisions and hazards [44]. Later, less time-critical
applications refer to soft safety applications r. Thus, soft safety applications need not take immediate decisions and
report to the driver. However, these safety-related applications depend on low latency, which varies based on the
network con�guration, it becomes a challenging issue. Consequently, the authors in [23] show a comprehensive
analysis of V2X safety-related applications.

Autonomous Driving:
These applications are designed to assist the user in driving the car with our driver or handling the driving
accessories. These applications help the driver to take enough rest while going for long distances. Also, it helps to
automate electronic usage, resource optimization, etc.

Infotainment
These applications are particularly designed to enable Internet access to allow the passengers to access seamless
internet connectivity to continue their works without interruption. The passengers can access web-related
applications, audio-video streaming, and navigation services [24]. For instance, these applications range from
�nding nearby medical shops, restaurants to late the nearby gas �lling station. Furthermore, these applications help
minimize communication constraints such as packet delay or loss in packet transmission. These are mainly
depending on the V2X communication environments. From a solution perspective, cellular technologies bring
numerous advantages to low/short-range communication technologies to achieve low latency and high packet
delivery ratio.

V2X Technologies:

III. IoT-V2X Architecture and Key Requirements
IoT has different ways of connecting devices, including Machine-to-machine (M2M) and Machine to Human (M2H),
which contrast to a traditional Internet connection. To provide the connectivity between heterogeneous devices, M2M
mechanisms support several applications to locate, identify, track, control, monitor the devices, and data
transmission [25]. However, the association between the physical devices has exponentially increased, which
prevailed. Especially for the improvement of security e�ciencies in the V-IoT, various authentication schemes have
been introduced. Moreover, in the physical environment, the V-IoT requires mass storage capacity and computing

time-critical applications, less time-critical applications.
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power to process many real-time data. Hence there must be a need for intermediate proceeding, and inde�nite
storage is highly demanded. The IoT-V2X software structure is depicted in �gure 2.

Components:
The IoT-V2X comprises various components, including interface drivers aimed to establish connection amid
processing device and hardware. GUI is used to optimize the control abstraction of the application, and it displays
the related information on the display unit. API is the lower programming task that de�nes functions and procedures
used in the V2X communication system. API is specially used to integrate other programs of the operating system.
RF IC registers are specially designed to con�gure radio modules and create essential parameters. Graphical data
representation enables the visualization of digital processing and results shown in the devices in signals.
DataStream settings are used for setting up communication functionalities between the processing unit and
hardware. Frameworks state load/save is used for booting and save the known con�gurations for fast veri�cation.

Besides, signal clock con�guration is used to set the clock signals. FPGA code con�guration is used for loading
�rmware codes. Framework controls are used for collective purpose hardware controls, and lastly, Initialization sets
the framework to default settings and sets up the required parameters [26].

IV. V2X-Security and Privacy
As the demand increases with ITS and its relevant services, an attack plane is also increased. With the technological
advancements, the IoT and V2X are exposed to adversaries. Moreover, the communication between vehicles,
controlling systems, RSU, and other related infrastructures have been connected through the insecure wireless
communication channel. Therefore, an adversary may perform malicious tasks during the connection establishment
and communication phases. Thus, this section describes various security challenges and requirements, and
potential attacks of the V2X environment [27].

A. Security Challenges
1. Dynamic Scalability: A massive amount of data is being generated and transmitted for further processing in the

V-IoT environment. However, the increased number of device utilization becomes vulnerable to the existing
system because of the dynamic node addition. Therefore, there is a demand to design secure node
authentication mechanisms that facilitate the sensing device addition phase without violating the security
requirements.

2. Energy: As many IoT devices are resource-constrained especially equipped with restricted battery resources.
These devices can automatically save energy by switching on the power saving mode when no activity is found.
But most of the devices are used for continuous monitoring services. Thus, with this limitation, it very di�cult to
impose high-level security on these IoT systems.

3. Dynamic Network Topology: The dynamic nature of vehicular commutation technologies and their topologies
become challenging due to the mobility of V2X. It is very hard to provide substantial security solutions to
withstand various attacks. Usually, vehicles move from one location to another at high speed, so that it is a high
risk to provide a su�cient security mechanism.

4. Heterogeneity: It came to the realization that we use different devices for our convenience, such as various IoT
sensors, RFID systems, smartphones, etc. These devices may be varied in computation, communication, and
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storage capabilities. Thus, designing a secure device authentication becomes challenging because of all these
mentioned IoT devices.

5. Attack prevention: vehicular communication networks are intended to provide numerous applications and
services. In order to enable all the required services, the vehicle needs to connect to the Internet. Besides, the
vehicle needs to transmit some basic private information like vehicle identity and other related information.
Thus, it requires high security to authorize the vehicle, and it should not be exposed to potential attacks [45-46].

�. Adoption of future technologies: It needs to be compatible with upcoming technologies that adopt the current
system. It is enabling security for future technologies, becoming another essential challenge. The integration of
security and privacy depends on the current system requirements.

7. Latency: it may result in certain issues in commutation with V2X becoming challenging due to the wide use of
DSRC and cellular commination technologies. Moreover, each vehicle may send more information. Therefore, it
is a heavy burden to process the data before it sends to the recipient. Resultantly, it may reduce the e�ciency of
the V2X systems considering latency issues.

�. Trust and privacy: of late, the user's trust and privacy are becoming more alarming to ensure vehicle safety
against various vulnerabilities. The participating uses do not want their vehicles to be susceptible to any
adversary model. Therefore, various measures have been taken in order to ensure and trust and privacy
preservation of the user's activities. PKI is one of the known security mechanisms to ensure the privacy
preservation of the user. It assures the user's activity cannot be disclosed and withstand various attack models.

B. Security Requirements
1. Message Con�dentiality
It is one of the essential security services of WSN. It refers to ensure that information has not been disclosed to any
others, in which the data can be accessible to only authenticated users. Public-key cryptography is a well-known
standard method to assure the integrity of sensitive data. But this approach needs more resources in terms of
computation and communication cost. Moreover, as the WSNs are resource-constrained, this approach cannot resist
known Attacks. Thus, various security protocols have been proposed based on cryptographic methods using
symmetric-key cryptography for WSN [28]. It assures the prevention of unauthorized user's from accessing sensitive
information.

2. Authentication and authorization
It guarantees the IoT devices to identify the integrity of other IoT devices intended to establish secure
communication. However, the authentication procedure requires a few standard requirements include it needs the
scheme to be lightweight. Because many IoT devices are resource-impose as they have limited computing,
processing, storage, and battery. Preferably using a single authentication scheme, it needs to utilize a multi-factor
authentication mechanism. Therefore, the schema should be useful because it works with multi-factor
authentication, which needs extra load on the IoT devices. Also, the authentication schema requires combining
encryption techniques including RSA, SHA, AES, and ECC to enhance security.
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Table 3
Taxonomy of Security requirements, challenges, authentication types, and countermeasures

Security Requirements Challenges Authentication based
on

V2X-Design Issues

Mutual Authentication Secure Communication Cryptographic hash
functions

Latency

Device Security Frequency Jamming Biometric-based Security threats

Secure Device
Manufacturing

Access Control Two Factor, Three-
Factor, and Multi-
Factor

Vehicle testing

Vulnerable to DoS &
Interference

Channel-based Gateway testing

Lightweight
Encryption Solutions

Social Engineering
Assaults

Identity-based
authentication

Re�ection optimization

Secure Key Agreement CIA of Sensor Node Bilinear pairing Simulation requirements for
high rates

Data Security Identi�cation and
Authorization

Password-based Design of quantum devices

Wireless Sensor
Network Security

Insecure Initialization and
Con�guration

Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES)

Suitable codes and e�cient
reconstruction

Node Level Security Insecure Interface Smartcard-based Algorithm design for ultra-low
latency

Intrusion Detection Attack tolerance Fuzzy Extractor Increasing throughput

Communication Malicious node isolation Attribute-based
authentication

Processing Big data in real-
time

Secure Routing Secure Route
Establishment

Seamless roaming Cross-layer optimization

Attack Detection Attack tolerance Cryptographic one-way
hash functions

Uni�ed design on
transceivers

Privacy &

Con�dentiality

Malicious node isolation Remote user Beam and interface
management

Quick recovery from
vulnerabilities

Multi-server remote
user

Energy-e�cient computation
and transmission

Constrained
Resources

Insider resource blitz Face recognition based Scalability of brain-controlled
vehicles

Resource-e�cient counter
steps

User-habit-oriented

Robust and Resilient
Management

Pro�ling and localization
of the tracking system

Elliptic Curve Di�e-
Hellman (ECDH)

Integration of cloud, fog, and
edge computing

Privacy Protection Cryptographic Techniques Key agreement Backward compatibility with
LTE and 5G

Information Security Denial of Service Biohashing

Freshness Authentication and access
control

Access polynomial E�cient and scalable
deployments
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Security Requirements Challenges Authentication based
on

V2X-Design Issues

Forward Secrecy Application Software
liabilities

Physical proximity-
based

Derivation of fundamental
limits

Backward Secrecy Insecure Interfaces Transitive
authentication

Distributed intelligent
solutions

Data Access and
Control

Insecure
Middleware/Operating
System

Elliptic Curve
Cryptography

Control and wireless network
interaction

Three-Factor

Physical Application
Auditing Mechanism

Enormous Data Handling Behavioral pro�ling Optimal waveform design

Data Storage Multi-touch interfaces Heterogenous design in
support various data sources

3. Integrity
It ensures that the data is generated and received data could not be modi�ed during transmission and storage.

4. Access Control
It assures the IoT devices cannot access what it is not authorized to access. As it is the backbone technology for
guarantees information security to withstand various security vulnerabilities. The main goal of access control is to
monitor access to resources e�ciently and protect against the unauthorized �ow of information. In the IoT
environments, the data can be transmitted continuously and shares data between people and things.

5. Availability
It assures the IoT services available when required to authorize ones, even in the resource constraints like power loss
or DoS attacks.

6. Data freshness
It ensures that the freshness of the data which is sent by the sensory devices. The freshness property ensures that
every received message should be fresh. It requires every data set is recent and assures that no attacker should reply
with an old message

7. Non-repudiation
It aims to ensure communicating parties' data transmission cannot be denied sending the message that was sent
earlier. This can be considered when the communicating parties have bound to the contract.

8. Resilient to device security
All the devices are interconnected; if one device is compromised, it can be physically captured by an attacker.
Resultantly, they can obtain the secret credentials stored in the device's memory [Ref]. Besides, an attacker gathers
secret session keys that are being issued between the user and IoT devices. Thus, the compromised node should not
in�uence the security of other parts of the network. Therefore, some security mechanisms must be implemented to
secure other non-compromised devices. There must be a need for designing secure authentication and key
agreement mechanisms to withstand device security [42-43].

C. Security Attacks
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In this section, we create a classi�cation of attacks based on the classi�cation shown in �gure 4. These attacks are
typically categorized based on six types: sel�sh attacks, malicious attacks, infrastructure attacks, privacy attacks,
data trust attacks, and software and hardware attacks.

D. Countermeasures
Over the past decade, various security solutions have been introduced to secure vehicular networks. Besides, most of

the secure schemes were designed specially to authenticate the vehicle and driver. The vehicles communicate with
other vehicles, nearby units, and control systems over an insecure wireless channel. Therefore, the V2X
communication system vehicles are exposed to several potential attacks like replay, masquerade attacks, side-
channel attacks, impersonation attacks, etc. Therefore, to secure the V2X communication system, robust and secure
remote authentication is highly demanded. Of late, various security mechanisms have been implemented based on
several security systems, including identity-based, password-based, two-factor, three-factor, and multi-factor
authentication. In [29], the authors devised an e�cient key distribution scheme in data fusion in heterogeneous
networks. Their schemes de�ne the data fusion trust architecture for multiple trust layers. Wang et al. [30] proposed
physical layer authentication based on an adaptive Kalman �lter for V2X communication. Their mechanism uses
Sage-Husa adaptive Kalman �lter that can dynamically adjust statistical properties. Rigazzi et al. [31] proposed an
optimized certi�cate revocation list distribution for secure V2X communications. Their mechanism focused on
implementing the framework of the certi�cate revocation list issued by a certi�cate authority. The CRL compression
can be achieved by enabling optimized �lters that produce a considerable overhead reduction with a con�gured rate
of false positives. Ahmed et al. [32] proposed a secure resource allocation mechanism for V2X. Subsequently,
Ulybyshev et al. [33] devised a secure communication mechanism in autonomous V2X systems. Their mechanism
ensures role-based and attribute-based access control and encrypted search over encrypted data. Cheng et al. [34]
proposed a remote attestation security model based on privacy-preserving Blockchain for V2X. Consequently,
various other security schemes have come to assure standard security for V2X environments.
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Table 4
Countermeasures to withstand potential attacks in V2X environments

Attacks Description Authentication Schemes

[8] [10] [11] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41]

Node Capture An attacker monitors the node
and thus gains control over
cryptographic keys and
protocols, also performs node
cloning

Denial of Sleep It in�uences the power supply
of the node. In this attack, the
node refused to sleep after
sending sensed data

DoS It leads to shutting down of
systems and prevents
authorized users in their
access

DDoS It could de�ne as an extended
version of DoS attacks

Malicious Node
Injection

It de�nes the malicious node
injection from intruders

�rmware
backdoor
attack

It describes the malicious
functioning of background
�rmware access.

Fake
Node/Sybil

It utilizes fake identities and
Cross-Site nodes to generate
wrong data

Replay Attack This attack constitutes
information retransmission
without granted authorization

Man-in-the-
Middle

The attacker listens to tra�c,
obstruct it, and imposture both
ends of the data

Routing
Threats

The attacker creates a loop in
the route that causes a
shortage or extension of the
routing path

Side-Channel
Attack

It could perform on encryption
devices. So that secret key can
be discovered

Storage Attack The user's information is
attempted to be made wrong
by an attacker with the help of
getting access to the cloud
and other storage devices.
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Attacks Description Authentication Schemes

[8] [10] [11] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41]

O�ine
Password
guessing attack

An adversary guesses millions
of passwords and
subsequently matches with
the captured unit it gets
succeeded. It can be done by
utilizing either brute force or
dictionary attacks

Mass Node
Authentication

In an IoT system, the
authentication process of vast
devices requires an enormous
amount of network
communication. Thus, the
performance of the whole
system is affected.

Timing attack Based on the response time,
this attack captures the
system's security that may
include cryptographic
algorithms.

Jamming
attack

An attacker disturbs the
communication between
reader and tag. Thus,
interrupts RFID
communication

Tag removal As tags are not implanted
inside the things, they can be
easily damaged or removed.

Side-Channel
Attack

This attack could perform on
encryption devices. So that
secret key can be discovered

Eavesdropping/

sni�ng

It is a passive attack that
enables the intruder to listen to
private communication over
the communication link.

Exploit Attack This attack may be in the form
of software or chunks of data
or a sequence of commands
that target to gain control over
the system and deceive the
information stored on the
network.

Tracing attack In this attack, an attacker
focuses on collecting
adequate privacy information
to link data to a speci�ed real
identity

Conclusions
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In this paper, we identi�ed some security issues and challenges in V2X environments. First, we provide a brief survey
of the underlying concept of V2X and its architecture. Second, we brie�y introduce V2X environments,
communication protocols, and applications that produce Intelligent Transport Systems. Then, we have discussed
various security mechanisms as a countermeasure to the potential attacks and adversary models. Finally, we
provide a comprehensive representation of possible attack classi�cation for the V2X environments. Finally, we are
trying to provide a comprehensive literature survey for the V2X environments from the past decade as future work.
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Figure 1

V2X Network Architecture

Figure 2

V2X applications and their services
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Figure 3

A generic IoT-V2X Software Structure [35]
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Figure 4

Attack classi�cation for V2X Environment [7]


